The Linda P. Horowitz Certified Shaygitz Seal of Approval
By Linda Parker Horowitz
Are you over six feet tall, blue-eyed, with straight blonde hair? Do you not only know sports
scores but can play those sports proficiently? Then you must be a shaygitz, Yiddish for nonJewish boy.
If you prefer dating short, smart, neurotic Jewish girls, have tried gefilte fish, and even kept
someone’s bar mitzvah kippah for future use, but dread those chats with her Jewish parents,
feeling their disapproval, then you need the Linda P. Horowitz Certified Shaygitz Seal of
Approval.
I will personally give you my guarantee and seal of approval for Jewish parents that secretly
question if you are circumcised, though the seal of approval does not come with a moyel’s
certificate or any other proof in that regard. And, your Seal of Approval comes from a reliable
Jewish source, with a name like Horowitz, you think I’m Catholic?
Linda P. Horowitz is certified Halachichly Jewish, having been born of a Jewish mother. She
attended Jewish summer camps, lived in Brooklyn for 9 years, and worked at the only Kosher
hospital New York City, Beth Israel. Her education includes a B.A. from Brandeis University, and
a graduate degree from Cornell University, which though not formally supported by the
American Jewish community, is supported by the huge percentage of New York Jews attending.
Though raised Reform, she refers to it as “Judaism Light,” and her vocabulary is peppered with
Yiddishisms. She says “oy” frequently, including during business meetings.
The Certified Shaygitz Seal of Approval provides the following stated guarantees from me,
Linda P. Horowitz:
Shaygitz _________________ is worthy of dating your beloved daughter. I certify that he will
act like a nice Jewish boy (husband in the future) in the following manner:
1. Place your daughter on a pedestal,
2. Buy her diamonds willingly,
3. Consider her the supreme authority of their household,
4. Be thankful for being in your family,
5. Join your family business (if one exists),
6. Come to your house for all holidays, Jewish or otherwise,
7. Raise all future children Jewish.
If Shaygitz _______________ meets the above criteria, he is permitted to go to his parents for
Christmas with or without the aforementioned children that they will certainly be blessed with.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, this _______ day of ___________, 201X.
Don’t worry, Mr. Shaygitz, for only $39.95, the certificate comes with a DVD that not only
teaches you how to say, “Halachicly,” making sure you understand the proper phlegm quotient
for Hebrew, but also provides step-by-step instruction in basic traditions, important prayers and
their meanings, commonly used Yiddish expressions, proper food choices including correct
ordering of Chinese (particularly on Christmas Day), and guidance on the most impressive
career choices for winning over her parents, with doctor of course, being the superior choice
even over joining your future father-in-law’s business.
This certification does not guarantee that the Jewish girl of your dreams will fall in love with
you. For that, please send an additional $79.95 for my second DVD, “Loving Jewishly and the 5
C’s of diamonds”.
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